Deep networks have been successfully applied to visual tracking by learning a generic representation offline from numerous training images. However the offline training is time-consuming and the learned generic representation may be less discriminative for tracking specific objects. In this paper we present that, even without learning, simple convolutional networks can be powerful enough to develop a robust representation for visual tracking. In the first frame, we randomly extract a set of normalized patches from the target region as filters, which define a set of feature maps in the subsequent frames. These maps measure similarities between each filter and the useful local intensity patterns across the target, thereby encoding its local structural information. Furthermore, all the maps form together a global representation, which maintains the relative geometric positions of the local intensity patterns, and hence the inner geometric layout of the target is also well preserved. A simple and effective online strategy is adopted to update the representation, allowing it to robustly adapt to target appearance variations. Our convolution networks have surprisingly lightweight structure, yet perform favorably against several state-of-the-art methods on a large benchmark dataset with 50 challenging videos.
: Overview of the proposed representation. Input samples are warped into a canonical 32 × 32 images. We first randomly extract a set of normalized local patches from the warped target region in the first frame, and then use them as filters to convolve each normalized sample extracted from subsequent frames, resulting in a set of feature maps. Finally, the feature maps are stacked to generate the sample representation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual tracking is a fundamental problem in computer vision with a wide range of applications. Although much progress has been made in recent years [1] - [6] , it remains a challenging task due to many factors such as illumination changes, partial occlusion, deformation, as well as viewpoint variation (refer to [7] ). To address these challenges for robust tracking, recent state-of-the-art approaches [2] - [4] , [8] - [10] focus on exploiting robust representations with hand-crafted features (e.g., Haar-like features [4] , histograms [8] , [10] , and local binary patterns [3] ). However, these hand-crafted features are not tailored for all generic objects, and hence require some sophisticated learning techniques to improve their representative capabilities.
Deep networks can directly learn features from raw data without resorting to manual tweaking, which have gained much attention with state-of-the-art results in some complicated tasks, such as image classification [11] , object recognition [12] , detection and segmentation [13] . However, considerably less attention has been made to apply deep networks for visual tracking. The main reason may be that there exists scarce amount of data to train deep networks in visual tracking because only the target state (i.e., position and size) in the first frame is at disposal.
Fan et al. [14] proposed a human tracking algorithm that learns a specific feature extractor with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) from an offline training set (about 20000 image pairs). In [6] Wang and Yeung proposed a deep learning tracking method that uses stacked denoising autoencoder to learn the generic features from a large number of auxiliary images (1 million images). Both methods pay particular attention to offline learning an effective feature extractor with a large amount of auxiliary data, yet do not fully take into account the similar local structural and inner geometric layout information among the targets over consequent frames, which is handy and effective to discriminate the target from background for visual tracking. For instance, when tracking a face, the appearance and background in consecutive frames change gradually, thereby providing strong similar local structure and geometric layout in each tracked face (rather any arbitrary pattern from a large dataset that covers numerous types of objects).
In this paper, we present a convolutional network based tracker (CNT), which exploits the local structure and inner geometric layout information of the target. The proposed CNT has a surprisingly simple architecture, yet effectively constructs a robust representation. Figure 1 presents an overview of our method. Different from the traditional CNNs [15] , [16] that combine three architectural ideas (i.e., local receptive fields, shared weights, and pooling with local average and subsampling) to address shift, scale, and distortion variance, our method does not include the pooling process due to the reasons as: first, high spatial resolution is needed to preserve the local structure of the target in visual tracking; second, the precise positions of the features lost by pooling play an important role to preserve the geometric layout of the target.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1) We present a convolutional network with a lightweight structure for visual tracking. It is fully feed-forward without any learning and achieves fast speed for online tracking even on a CPU.
2) Our method directly exploits the local structural and inner geometric layout information from data without manual tweaking, which provides additional useful information besides appearance for visual tracking.
3) Our method ranks top 3 through evaluating on a tracking benchmark dataset with 50 challenging videos [7] .
In particular, it outperforms the recently proposed deep learning tracker (DLT) [6] (which requires offline training with 1 million auxiliary images), which shows the power of convolutional networks.
II. RELATED WORK
Our approach for object tracking is biologically inspired from recent findings in neurophysiological studies. First, we leverage convolution with predefined local filters (i.e., the normalized image patches from the first frame) to extract the high-order features, which is motivated by the HMAX model proposed by Riesenhuber and Poggio [17] that uses Garbor filters instead. Furthermore, we simply combine the local features without changing their structures and spatial arrangements to generate a global representation, which increases feature invariance while maintaining specificity, thereby satisfying the two essential requirements in cognitive task [18] . In contrast, the HMAX model [17] exploits a new pooling mechanism with a maximum operation to enhance feature invariance and specificity. Second, our method owns a purely feed-forward architecture, which is largely consistent with the standard model of object recognition in primate cortex [18] that focuses on the capabilities of the ventral visual pathway in an immediate recognition without the help of attention or other top-down effects. The rapid performance of the human visual system suggests humans most likely use feed-forward processing due to its simplicity. Recently, psychophysical experiments show that generic object tracking can be implemented in a low level neural mechanism [19] , and hence our method leverages a simple template matching scheme without using a high-level object model.
Most tracking methods emphasize on designing effective object representations [20] . The holistic templates (i.e., raw image intensity) have been widely used in visual tracking [21] , [22] . Subsequently, the online subspace-based method has been introduced to visual tracking that handles appearance variations well [23] . Recently, Mei and Ling [24] utilize a sparse representation of templates to deal with the corrupted appearance of the target, which has been further improved recently [25] , [26] . Meanwhile, the local templates have attracted much attention in visual tracking due to their robustness to partial occlusion and deformation. Adam et al. [27] use a set of local image patch histograms in a predefined grid structure to represent a target object. Kwon and Lee [28] utilize a number of local image patches to represent the target with an online scheme to update their appearances and geometric relations. Liu et al. [29] proposed a tracking method that represents a target object by the histograms of sparse coding of local patches. However, in [29] the local structural information of the target has not been fully exploited.
To address this problem, Jia et al. [8] proposed an alignment-pooling method to combine the histograms of sparse coding. Recently, the discriminative methods have been applied to visual tracking due to the performance in which a binary classifier is learned online to separate a target object from the background. Numerous learning methods have been developed to further improve classifiers rather than image features based on support vector machine (SVM) classifiers [1] , structured output SVM [4] , online boosting [30] , P-N learning [3] , multiple instance learning [31] , and some efficient hand-crafted features are available off the shelf like the Haar-like features [4] , [5] , [30] , [31] , histograms [30] , and binary features [3] .
III. CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORKS FOR TRACKING

A. Image Representation
Given the target template, we develop a hierarchical representation architecture with convolutional networks, including two separated layers. Figure 1 summarizes our approach. First, the local selective features are extracted with a bank of filters convolving the input image at each position. Second, the selective features are stacked together into a global representation that is robust to appearance variations. We refer these layers as the simple layer and the complex layer, respectively, with analogy to the V1 simple and complex cells discovered by Hubel and Wiesel [32] . Preprocessing. We convert the input image to grayscale and warp it to a fixed size with n × n pixels, denoted as I ∈ R n×n . We then densely sample a set of overlapping local image patches Y = {Y 1 , . . . , Y l } centered at each pixel location inside the input image through sliding a window with size w × w (w is referred as the receptive field size), where Y i ∈ R w×w is the i-th image patch and l = (n − w + 1) × (n − w + 1). Each patch Y i is preprocessed by subtracting the mean and 2 normalization that correspond to local brightness and contrast normalization, respectively.
Simple Layer. After preprocessing, we randomly select a bank of patches F = {F 1 , . . . , F d } ⊂ Y sampled from the first frame as filters to extract our selective simple cell features. Given the i-th filter F i ∈ R w×w , its response on the input image I is denoted with a feature map S i ∈ R (n−w+1)×(n−w+1) , where S i = F i ⊗ I. As illustrated by Figure 2 , the filter F i is localized and selective that can extract the local structural features (e.g., oriented edges, corners, endpoints), most of which are similar despite the target appearance changing greatly. Furthermore, the simple cell feature maps have a similar geometric layout (see the bottom row of Figure 2 ), which illustrates that the local filter can extract useful information across the entire image, and hence the global geometric layout information can also be effectively exploited. Finally, the local filters can be referred as a set of fixed local templates that encode stable information in the first frame, thereby handling the drifting problem effectively. Similar strategy has been adopted in [10] , [22] , [29] , where [22] utilizes the template in the first frame and the tracked result to update the template while [10] , [29] exploit a static dictionary learned from the first frame to sparsely represent the tracked target.
Complex Layer. The simple cell feature map S i simultaneously encodes the local structural and the global geometric layout information of the target, thereby equipping it with a good representation to handle appearance variations.
To further enhance the strength of this representation, we construct a complex cell feature map that is a 3D tensor C ∈ R (n−w+1)×(n−w+1)×d , which simply stacks d different simple cell feature maps constructed with the filter set F. This layer is analogous to the pooling layers in the CNNs [16] and the HMAX model [17] : the CNNs utilize the local average and subsampling operations while the HMAX model leverages the local maximum scheme.
Both the CNNs and the HMAX model focus on learning shift-invariant features that are useful for image classification and object recognition [6] , yet less effective for visual tracking. As illustrated in Figure 3 , if the complex features are shift-invariant, both the blue dotted and the yellow bounding boxes can be treated as the accurate tracking results, leading to the location ambiguity problem. To overcome this problem, in [31] the multiple instance learning method is introduced to visual tracking. In contrast, the shift-variant complex cell features make our method robust to location ambiguity. Furthermore, the complex cell features are more robust to scale variation.
After warping the target at different scales to a fixed size (e.g., 32 × 32 pixels), the location of each useful part in the target does not vary much in the warped images at this abstracted view, and hence the complex cell features can preserve the geometric layouts of the useful parts at different scales as well as their local structures due to normalizing the wrapped target and the local filters.
The complex cell feature map C serves as the target template, which should be updated incrementally to accommodate appearance changes over time for robust visual tracking. We use a simple temporal low-pass filtering method [33] ,
where λ is a learning parameter, C t is the target template at frame t andĈ t−1 is the representation of the tracked target at frame t − 1. This simple online update scheme not only accounts for rapid appearance variations, but also alleviates drift problem due to retaining the local filters in the first frame.
Efficient Computation. The cost to compute the target template C mainly includes preprocessing the local patches in Y as well as convolving the input image I with d local filters in F. However, the operations of local normalization and mean subtraction when preprocessing all patches can be reformulated as convolutions on the input image [34] .
Therefore, only the convolution operations are needed when constructing the target template, which can be efficiently computed by the fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). Furthermore, since the local filters are randomly extracted from the first frame, which are independent and fixed during tracking, the convolutions can be easily parallelized, thereby largely reducing the computational cost.
B. Proposed Tracking Algorithm
Our tracking algorithm is formulated within a particle filtering framework. Given the observation set O t = {o 1 , . . . , o t } up to frame t, our goal is to determine a posteriori probability p(s t |O t ), which can be inferred by the Bayes' theorem recursively where s t = [x t , y t , s t ] is the target state with translations x t , y t and scale s t , p(s t |s t−1 ) is the motion model that predicts the state s t based on the previous state s t−1 , and p(o t |s t ) is the observation model that estimates the likelihood of observation o t at the state s t belonging to the target category. We assume that the target state parameters are independent, which are modeled by three scalar Gaussian distributions, and hence the motion model can be formulated as a Brownian motion [23] , i.e., p(s t |s t−1 ) = N (s t |s t−1 , Σ), where Σ = diag(σ x , σ y , σ s ) is a diagonal covariance matrix whose elements are the standard deviations of the target state parameters. In visual tracking, the posterior probability p(s t |O t ) in (2) is approximated by a particle filter in which N particles
The optimal state is achieved by maximizing the posteriori estimation over a set of N particleŝ
The observation model p(o t |s i t ) in (3) plays a key role in robust tracking, and its formulation in our method is
where C t is the target template at frame t, C i t is the i-th candidate sample representation at frame t based on the complex cell features, and | · | 1 2 denotes the Euclidean distance between two vectors. With the incremental update scheme (1), the observation model is able to adapt to the target appearance variations while alleviating the drift problem.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Setup. The proposed CNT is implemented in MATLAB and runs at 5 frames per second on a PC with Intel i7 in the first frame is given by the ground truth. The size of the warped image n × n is set to n = 32. The receptive field size w × w is set to w = 6. The number of filters is set to d = 100. The learning parameter λ in (1) is set to 0.95 and the template is updated every frame. The standard deviations of the target state of the particle filter are set to σ x = 4, σ y = 4, and σ s = 0.01, and N = 600 particles are used. The parameters are fixed for all experiments.
The source code will be made available to the public.
Datasets. We use the recent benchmark dataset and code library [7] , which includes 29 trackers and 50 fullyannotated videos (more than 29,000 frames). To better evaluate and analyze the strength and weakness of the tracking approaches, the videos are categorized with 11 attributes based on different challenging factors, including illumination variation, scale variation, occlusion, deformation, motion blur, fast motion, in-plane rotation, out-ofplane rotation, out-of-view, background clutters, and low resolution.
Evaluation Metric. For quantitative comparison, we employ the precision plot and the success plot used in [7] . The precision plot illustrates the percentage of frames whose tracked locations are within the given threshold distance to the ground truth. A representative precision score with the threshold equal to 20 pixels is used to rank the trackers.
Meanwhile, the success plot is based on the overlap ratio that is
is the tracked bounding box and B G denotes the ground truth. The success plot shows the percentage of frames with S > t 0 throughout all threshold t 0 ∈ [0, 1]. The area under curve (AUC) of each success plot serves as the second measure to rank the tracking algorithms.
We report the results of one-pass evaluation (OPE) [7] based on the average precision and success rate given the ground truth target state in the first frame. For presentation clarity, we only present the top 10 algorithms in each plot. More results can be found in the supplementary materials. The demonstrated evaluated trackers include the proposed CNT, Struck [4] , SCM [10] , TLD [3] , DLT [6] , VTD [2] , VTS [35] , CXT [9] , CSK [36] , ASLA [8] , DFT [37] , LSK [29] , CPF [38] , LOT [39] , TM-V [40] , KMS [41] , L1APG [25] , MTT [26] , MIL [31] , OAB [30] , and SemiT [42] .
Results and Analysis. Figure 4 illustrates the overall performance of the top 10 performing tracking algorithms in terms of precision plot and success plot. Note that all the plots are automatically generated by the code library supported by the benchmark evaluation [7] , and the results of DLT [6] are provided by the authors. The proposed CNT ranks 3rd based on both metrics: in the precision plot, its precision score is 0.612, following Struck 0.656 and SCM 0.649, but outperforms DLT by 2.5%. Meanwhile, in the success plot, the proposed CNT achieves the AUC of 0.471 with a narrow margin to Struck 0.474 and SCM 0.499, yet outperforms DLT by 3.5%. Note that the proposed CNT exploits only the target representation that encodes the local structural and geometric layout information, yet achieves competitive performance to Struck and SCM that utilize useful background information to train discriminative classifiers. Furthermore, even using only specific target information from the first frame without further learning, CNT can still outperform DLT, showing that the generic features offline learned from numerous auxiliary data may not adapt well to target appearance variations in visual tracking.
To facilitate analyzing the strength and weakness of the proposed algorithm, following [7] , we further evaluate the trackers on videos with 11 attributes. Figure 5 shows the success plots of videos with attributes that our method achieves favorable results. We note that the proposed CNT ranks within top 3 on 6 out of 11 attributes, which outperforms DLT on 8 attributes. exploits multi-layer distribution fields with predefined spatial structures to represent the target, CNT encodes the geometric layout information to multiple simple cell feature maps (see Figure 2 ), which are stacked together to a global representation, thereby equipping it with tolerance to deformation.
On the videos with the background clutter attribute, CNT ranks 3rd while Struck and SCM rank 1st and 2nd, respectively. Different from our method that only utilizes the target representation, both Struck and SCM employ the useful background information that is helpful to locate the target from background clutter.
Finally, on the videos with the in-plane rotation attribute, CNT ranks 4th while the top 3 (i.e. Struck, CXT, and SCM) all take advantage of background information. When the target appearance changes greatly due to in-plane rotation, the relatively unchanged background can provide useful information to help localize the target. On the contrary, CNT exploits an effective online update scheme that can well adapt to the target appearance variations. Figure 6 shows that CNT does not perform well on the videos with four attributes, such as fast motion, out of view, low resolution, and motion blur. However, after analyzing the video set of each attribute summarized in the benchmark website 1 , we find that most videos in each subset of out of view, low resolution, and motion blur also fall in the subset of fast motion (see Table I ). Thus, we conclude that the common fast motion attribute in each subset significantly affects the evaluations of other three attributes because CNT does not address fast motion well due to the simple dynamic model based on stochastic search, and so do SCM and ASLA. On the contrary, the trackers based on dense sampling (e.g., Struck, TLD, CXT) perform much better than others in the subset of fast motion due to their large search ranges, and they also perform well on the videos with the other three attributes.
The performance of our CNT can be further improved with more complex dynamic models or with more particles in larger ranges.
To further qualitatively analyze the performance of CNT, Figure 7 illustrates some sampled results on the benchmark. We can observe that CNT performs favorably on 22 out of 50 videos without suffering from severe drift.
Note that there exist many challenging factors in these videos that CNT achieves favorable results. For instance, the videos car4, carDark, david, mhyang, singer1, singer2, sylvester and trellis have the attributes of illumination variation and scale variation, in which david, mhyang, singer2, and trellis also have the deformation and in-or out-of-plane rotation attributes, thereby making them far more challenging; furthermore, the long videos dog1, doll, Furthermore, when the target in the video suffers from partial occlusion such as carScale, girl, jogging-2, skating1, suv, walking2, and woman, CNT can accurately localize the target after occlusion leaves. However, when the target is occluded completely like coke, david3, freeman4, jogging-1, and liquor, CNT drifts to the background and cannot recover from failure again. We can further explore the context information from background to enhance robustness to complete occlusion.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have shown that even without learning, a simple two-layer feed-forward convolutional network is powerful enough to produce an effective representation for robust tracking. The first layer is constructed by a set of simple cell feature maps defined by a bank of filters, in which each filter is a normalized patch randomly extracted from the first frame, and then in the second layer, the simple cell feature maps are stacked to a complex cell feature map as the target representation, which encodes the local structural and geometric layout information of the target. A simple and effective online scheme is adopted to update the representation, which adapts to the target appearance variations during tracking. Extensive evaluation on a large benchmark dataset demonstrates the proposed tracking algorithm achieves favorable results against some state-of-the-art methods.
There are several possible directions to extend this work. First, some effective selection strategies can be exploited to choose a set of more informative filters. Second, the structural background information in consecutive frames can be explored which provides much help to reduce the drift problem when complete occlusion occurs. Third, it is interesting to take into account a discriminative tracking framework, which employs the proposed two-layer convolutional network as a feature extractor.
